The Magic Adventure
Chapter 1 Rising To Power
A long time ago, in a castle far away, there lived a young prince named Alexander. He
was 18 years old. His cousins, Samuel and James were coming to visit from a Castle quite far
away. Alexander had been a prince all of his life, and so had James and Samuel. They were
carefree most of the time, no real adventures. But the Wizard of the realm was quite entertaining,
with his stories, magic, and all. He was really quite magnificent.
Meanwhile, very far away, there was a magician who wasn't exactly the nicest person in
the world. He knew some spells. and had some powers. but he wasn't all that dangerous. Of course,
no one In the kingdom knew about him, and how he had been struggling for power all of these
years.
He also had an enemy, a Garger, which is a monster-like creature with dark green skin, red
Eyes, and sharp fangs. These creatures would usually wear an animal fur. Well. he really isn't an
enemy to the magician, lets Just say he causes some trouble now and then. The Garger is somewhat
civilized. Not exactly like an English king, but he can talk In English, and will sell or trade practically
anything he can.
This magician has a name, which just happens to be Demane. This fellow has a big thick
magic book, but he can only use the first few pages. The rest of them are totally blank. The
first pages says “to make the rest of these pages useful, and visible, you need the magic ruby
stone.” Underneath is a picture of a small stone, with a hole in the front, containing a ruby. “You
must hold the ruby against this book, and the spells that the stone may grant will be revealed to
you." Since Demane has been searching for this gem for so long, you will find that he doesn't
look as often now, as he used to.
One day, while he was looking for anything that might be useful, he sees it, in a Garger's
wagon, amongst a pile of other things, like weapons, cups, and a small diamond ring.
Quickly Demane walked up to the Garger's wagon and asked what the price of the gem
would be. The Garger put his finger to his chin, and paused for a moment, and said, “For you, 20
gold coins.” Then he quickly changed his mind, “Actually 30 gold coins.” Demane pulled a bag of
gold coins out. “Here you go. I really need this gem.” He said as he handed him the money. “Ah,
so you really need It?” The Garger said to himself. “I made a mistake, that gem is worth a lot.
I'll need 200 coins more.” “You must be Joking!” Demane replied. “If I wasn't In such a hurry, I'd
put up quite a fight!” Demane took all of the gold that he had on him, and gave it to the Garger.
“Is this enough?” He asked. “Almost. You are off by seven coins.” Demane took a small pebble
and threw It to the ground, making a puff of smoke appear. When the smoke disappeared, he had
changed into a crow, took flight, and flew to his tent. “I’ll be right back...”
Not long after, Demane returned with a small bag containing the 7 coins that the Garger
wanted. When he returned to the Garger's wagon, there was another puff of smoke, and he had
changed back Into his regular self, and handed the remaining coins to the Garger. They shook
Hands and the Garger handed over the gem.
Demane hurried back to his tent, planning all the things he could do, now that he had the
gem. When he arrived, he opened the book to the blank pages, and held the gem against it. It
began to reveal many words. There was a big smile on his face as he read the first page.
“Obviously, you must have the Dragon's Eye, because now you are reading these pages.”
Demane paused for a moment. He thought that Dragons Eye must be the name of the gem.
“These spells contain very powerful magic. But be warned that the Dragon's Eye can only be used
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for ten spells per owner. The followlng spell is the spell to turn the Dragon's Eye on. It will
not count as one of the ten."
“Hulahula Gouleygoo. The next spell wlll turn on you! I wake you up, Dragon's Eye--let all
your power combine with I. By the power of the sun and the power of the moon, Gollymono
dodo Foon!”
The ruby that was embedded In the stone began to glow, and Demane looked through the
spells. After a few minutes,he found a particularly good spell to be his first one.
It was a spell to give him many riches, and to make him live like a king. He said loudly,
“Fodle natzl conosh boo!” And suddenly his tent became a huge castle, with gold, sliver, and
diamonds surrounding him. He even had a crown on top of his head.
“With this book and gem, all of my wildest dreams can come true!" He chuckled to
himself.”
Meanwhile, Samuel, James. and Alexander were taking a horse ride outside of the castle
walls. They rode to the back of the Kingdom. The castle was surrounded by a thick stone wall,
and a moat also surrounded It. And not very far away in every direction there was forest. They
rode around to the back of the castle, and talked while they admired the scenery.
Back at Demane's castle, he had just worked up a spell that he found particularly
Interesting. A spell that could bring an army of turbo skeletons under his control. "With this spell
I can have revenge on the King that chose another magician over me. And when I tried to kill
him the king threw me out. Here it goes "Forking Crona Bandadeemoo conteezoo! Suddenly the
entire room was filled with turbo skeletons, and it was a very large room at that! They all had
swords and shields, except two. One extra large one who carried a battle ax, and the General,
who simply carried a knife. The General keeled before Demane. "What is it you wish of us, Master?" He
hissed.
Demane pulled out an old crystal ball off of a shelf, and blew the dust off. An image of
the castle appeared. “This Is where I want you to go. I want you to take over, and kill everyone.”
“Yes, Master.” The General said In his hissing voice.
The turbo skeletons began running out of Demane's castle toward the King's castle.
After 6 hours the turbo skeletons had reached the King's Castle. Quickly they started jumping
into the mote. and swimming. All but one made it to the other side, because it got tired
in the middle, and sank to the bottom. They tried to break the drawbridge, but it was too
strong. They did not stop, however. They began climbing up the walls. A few fell down into the
mote. but the rest climbed to the top of the wall, and began climbing down the other side.
Suddenly, one of the King's guards saw them climbing over the wall. He took an arrow,
and shot it at one of the turbo skeletons. He hit the skeleton's arm, and it fell to the ground,
breaking into many pieces.
The guard sounded the alarm, and in less than a minute all of the guards and knights were
there ready to battle. The turbo skeletons pulled out their weapons and began to attack. The
King of the Kingdom was at the front of his army. Clanging swords clashed. The King swung his
sword with both hands at one of the skeletons, only to hit its shield. The skeleton fell back,
giving The King enough time to finish him off.
Two others jumped in front or the King, and began to attack him, and the skeleton he had
knocked down got to his feet. Swords continued to clash, but no victory.
After 20 minutes had passed, 20 of the King's men had fallen, and only 7 turbo skeletons
had fallen. After hours on continuing the battle, The King's men were really beginning to tire, but
the skeletons were not.

Chapter 2 The Quest Begins
Back at Demane's castle, he was watching all of this through his crystal ball, and he was
running out of patience. I can't spend all my time on this castle, I have a whole world to conquer.
He flipped through his spell book, and saw a spell that caught his eye. It was a spell to take
large things to far away places. He quickly said the spell loudly. "Cono Cossy Foto Chee! Take
the castle far from me!" Just then fog covered the entire castle, and took It to another world,
leaving the turbo skeletons where the castle had been.
The boys walked up to the turbo skeletons, and asked "What Is the meaning of this?"
"What Is the meaning of this? Don't make me laugh. ha! This Is War!!" laughed the turbo skeleton.
They all raised their swords. Samuel said, “What do we do now?” “They have weapons, and we
don't, what else can we do -- run!” Alexander yelled. They started running into the forest, with
the skeletons right behind them, waving their swords as they ran.
“What are we going to do?” James said In a panicky voice. "Maybe we can loose them
somehow... but how?" Alexander wondered. He looked around him in deep thought, although he did
not stop running.
He suddenly scrambled up a tree. “What are you doing?” Samuel asked. “Follow me!”
Both brothers quickly followed him up the tree. When they reached the top, Alexander warned
them to be completely silent. The turbo skeletons kept on running, and went right underneath
them. It took several minutes for them all to go past.
When they were out of sight, the Princes slowly climbed down the tree. “Let's go back.”
Said Samuel. “Why? There is nothing there anymore, except for a big clearing in the forest
where the castle used to be. Maybe if we follow those strange creatures, we can find the
castle, or at least something!" Alexander replied.
“Then lets go. they walked and walked through the forest. The forest was not very cheerful, and
had little life. But they kept on going, until soon the forest ended where there was a small village.
They could see some homes, a market, a fabric shop, and a blacksmith shop. “Ah, a village!”
Samuel said. “Let's have something to eat. Do you have any money, Alexander?” “Why yes, I have
quite a few gold coins In here.”
“Me too.” James said. “That's good, because I have only one sliver coin with me today.” replied
Samuel.
They walked into the market, and looked at the food, and finally decided on a nice loaf of
bread. "How much is this loaf of bread, mam?" Alexander asked the store keeper. "One silver coin,
please." "Here you go, Mam." They all ate the loaf of bread, and were very full. “We'd better be going,
Alexander insisted. “Oh, no. Don't go west. It is swampy, and the worst part is that it is inhabited by
zombies and spooks. Once, two explorers went that way, and only one came back alive, and just
barely.” The storekeeper told them.
“Maybe we should get a little more prepared before we leave. Let's try the blacksmiths
shop! Maybe we could get some weapons.”
They walked over to the blacksmith's shop, and as they approached they saw a strong
looking man with a hammer, who was hitting some red hot metal. He was shaping it into a horse
shoe. They watched him finish it from the doorway. Then Samuel spoke up, and asked if they
could buy some weapons. "Sure." The man said, as he took off his gloves. “The shop is in the
back!" They followed him into the back room.
In the small room, there was a counter containing weapons, horseshoes, metal boxes,
candlesticks, and other useful items. The blacksmith walked into the back In the corner, and
asked what they would like to buy. There was one wall that was also full of weapons. There were bows
and arrows, swords and shields, battle axes, and grappling hooks, maces, and knives.
After careful consideration, they all chose a weapon. James chose a mace, Samuel chose
a bow and arrows. and Alexander chose a sword, and they all decided to get shields. Then they
showed the blacksmith what they wanted to buy. He told them that it would cost 4 gold coins.

They handed him the money and were about to leave. when Alexander asked him if there was a
place that they could buy horses. "Not In this village, but to the west there is another village where
you can buy animals." He replied. Thanks.
They found a path leading westward, and they began following It. Not far down the path
was a village with many shops. They asked how much it would be for a horse. Usually 6 gold
coins, but today there is a special -- only 3 gold coins, and 1 sliver, each. They saw a rather large
horse, and decided that it was big enough to carry 2 riders, and their possessions. “We'll take that
one.” James said, pointing to the large black horse.
Chapter 3 The Swamp and Something Else
They started in the direction that the turbo skeletons had gone. After awhile, the land became
quite wet and swampy. Suddenly they came to a sign that said "Stay Away -- Danger."
There was a narrow peninsula of land stretching out across the water.
They decided to try walking across it. If they rode on the horse, they were afraid he
would be too heavy, and likely to fall In. So very carefully, James in the back walked him, holding
his reins.
The dark water bubbled. Alexander looked at the water. He thought he saw something.
But then he decided it had only been his imagination. They continued walking across the narrow
piece of land. They had a hard time keeping the horse from running ahead. Something seemed to
be spooking it. But they managed to keep him under control.
James wondered if he had seen something in the water, also. “I could have sworn I saw
something move there in the water.” He whispered to Samuel. Alexander overheard, “You too?”" He
whispered quietly. “Do you think there are fish in this water, James?” “In water like this? I
really doubt It.” They kept on walking. Hoping that they would soon reach the end of the
swamp. “Do you think we have reached the end yet, Samuel?” Alexander said. There was no
answer. They looked back and Samuel was gone. "Oh no! What do we do now? Where could
Samuel be?" James said alarmed.
There was an extra bubble in the water, and they heard from behind them the sound of
splashing. Then they saw Samuel. He was splashing, and spitting out water, and Just trying to
stay afloat. "He's drowning!" James yelled. “Come on Samuel, you know how to swim!” “Yes,
but something is pulling me under, help!” “We've got to get him out of there!” James yelled. “But
how?” James was in a panic. “We've got to think fast!” “That's It!” Alexander yelled. “I have an
Idea”
Alexander grabbed his shield, threw it Into the water, and waited. “That was a waste of
a perfectly good shield, Alexander!” James shouted. “Watch!” was all Alexander said. The shield
had gone right underneath Samuel, and hit whatever was underneath him. Letting Samuel swim
back to the thin piece of land. Just as Samuel stood up, a green scaled hand with webbed
fingers, came out of the water, and grabbed Alexander and pulled him Into the water.
Alexander splashed around trying to stay up. The horse was nervous. and stepped back a
ways and watched In fear. Spooked, yet careful enough not to fall In the water. “Samuel, your bow!”
Alexander yelled, right before he was pulled under the water. “Huh?” Samuel said to himself. Then he
realized that he could shoot an arrow into the water.
As Alexander struggled to the top for one more breath, Samuel shot an arrow into the
Water, which struck the scaly creature, allowing Alexander to get free. He swam to the surface
and they all got ready to battle the creature.
There was a bubble In the water, but they did not see any creature. They waited and then
started walking down the small strip of land. Then suddenly the creature jumped out of the
water, at their side, knocking them all into the water with the creature right behind them.
It is going to get us for sure, now." James yelled. "But we have to try!" Samuel yelled
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back. The creature was swimming quickly toward them. Samuel sald, "If we work together we
can get away. I'll distract him while you swim beneath him, and you behind him. Then we can try
to attack from behind." "It's worth a shot!" Alexander said quietly.
Alexander took a deep breath and dived into the water, while Samuel drew the creature's
attention. "Hey, you big green creature. let's see how fast you really are. Just try to catch
me." He splashed water at him and started swimming in circles around him. And just as tile
creature was about to get him, James grabbed at his feet. while Alexander jumped on his back.
then Samuel swam up and grabbed his arms. They started to swim back to the land. Perhaps they
could fight him better out of the water.
They threw him onto the land and pulled out their weapons. Alexander swung his sword
at him, while James hit it on the head from behind, and Samuel shot an arrow at him, which hit
him in the chest. The creature fell back into the water and just floated there.
Their clothes were very wet. As they tried to wring them out they shivered from the
cold. They decided to hurry on down the narrow strip of land, in case there were any more of
those things lurking about.
Finally they came to the end of the land, and the end of the deep swamp was only about
20 feet away. And Just when their clothes were almost dry. They dove Into the water, even
though they would rather not. James grabbed tightly to the horse's reins, then slipped them over
his shoulder. He pulled the horse into the water, and started swimming.
Chapter 4 The Big Bad Wolf
On the other side it was calm for a little way, until they came to a dark forest. They weren't
sure if they should enter it. There could be great dangers. But they decided to take the
chance. They walked slowly through the forest. The trees were so close together, and the branches were
so low, that they could not ride the horse, but led him along behind him.
Samuel thought he heard something, but realized that they had just stepped on a twig. It
was early evening, and after awhile, they were getting tired of walking. They thought that by
this time they should have come to the end of the forest, but it must have been a lot larger than
they thought.
"I think we are only in the middle of the forest." Samuel said. Just then they noticed a
wolf! It jumped on James and scratched his face, while Samuel and Alexander came to his aid.
They pushed the wolf off. Alexander took out his sword and swung at the wolf. The wolf
dodged back, and Alexander took another swing. This time he cut his leg. Now, madder than ever, the
wolf bit at his third swing. He bit so hard that It cracked some of his teeth. But it dulled the
end of Alexander's sword. Even after all of that, the wolf still wasn't ready to retreat.
He leaped at James, again. But this time James hit him while he was in mid air, and then
again on the head. The wolf was knocked out. Samuel pulled out his bow and arrow to shoot it,
but Alexander stopped him. saying It would be a waist of an arrow, since he was no longer a
threat to them. "Besides. my sword has been dulled. We will have to find a place where I can
sharpen It."
In this part of the forest the trees where not as thick, or close together, so they decided
to take turns riding the horse. Soon they where out off the forest and in a small town with many
houses. With many people in them.

Chapter 5 The Great Skeleton Fiight
Mean while. Demane had found the three princes and ordered the army of turbo skeletons
to klll them. Alexander, James, and Samuel had stopped In the town to rest for a little while. It
wasn't long before the turbo skeletons had reached the town. They could move very quickly.
They came Into the town. The front row all carried torches, the rest had swords. They
took the torches and llt some of the houses on fire. One shouted "This Is what wlll happen to all
of your houses If you do not turn the three princes In this town over to us!"
Every one fled In terror at the sight of them. The princes hid in between two houses that
were close together. Then the skeleton yelled once more. "Come out of hiding. Princes. Or you will
die!"
They started down the street, setting fire to the
houses as they went by. Just as they
set fire to the house that the Princes were hiding behind, Alexander Jumped out and put his hands
on his hips. "So you've flnally come out of hiding -- you coward!" "Let's see
Just how much of a
coward I really am!" Alexander yelled back.
He reached over to his horse, and grabbed his sword and shield. "Samuel, James, are you
coming?" "Yes!" They said angrily grabbing their weapons. They charged Into the
midst of the
Turbo skeletons.
Samuel placed two arrows In his bow at the same time, and shot them Into the skeleton
army. Both arrows found their mark, knocking off two skeleton skulls, Alexander swung his
sword at the leader of the skeletons. But he had a sword and shield also.
Alexander swung as hard as he could. knocking hlmself as well as the skeleton backward.
Before the skeleton could recover, Alexander Jumped and struck at his head again. This time he
barely missed It. But on the way back down, the turbo skeleton hit him with his
sword.
Alexander, trying to jump out of the way, fell backwards, to the mercy of the turbo skeleton.
The skeleton stepped on Alexander's chest, and pointed the sword at his neck. "Good bye!" He
hissed.
Just in time Alexander struggled with one hand, and knocked the sword to one side. Then
he tried to push the skeleton off of him. But It didn't work. The skeleton was just about to get
him. when he fell backwards, and dropped his sword Into Alexander's hands.
When Alexander got up, he looked to see an arrow In the skeletons back. It went right
through his spine, dividing him In half. He looked over at Samuel with a big smile on
hls face.
Samuel smiled back, and went back to the battle.
Meanwhile, James was busy throwing his mace back and forth. He
swung It at two
skeletons. knocking their heads off. Then six more ran toward him striking In his
direction. They
were causing slight dents In his shield. He Jumped foreward, knocking three of the six down with
his shield, and striking his mace at another, breaking the spine of one, the top half fell on another,
knocking them both down.
James swung his mace but got pulled back by more from behind. The Skeletons took his
mace and shield, they also took all his money. There were burning houses all
around them. Two
grabbed his arms and two grabbed his legs. They where going to put him In the fire.
James
struggled to get free. but he couldn't. Then he pulled his arms closer to his legs,
pulling the
skeletons closer to each other, and bumping their heads together. They dropped
him Immediately,
giving him enough time to get his weapons back.
Now, for his money. One had a pouch -- .Jamas grabbed It, and found his money Inside. He
pushed the skeleton Into one of the burning houses. and threw the pouch over his shoulder. He hit
two of the turbo skeletons with his mace. one lost his head, and the other put his hand up to
block the blow, and lost only his hand. James kicked him Into the fire.
Just then. Alexander and Samuel ran over. The three Princes got back to back with their
shields out, to form a protective barrier around themselves. The turbo skeletons began to

attack, hitting their shlelds, trying to break them open. Samuel was
surprised that the turbo
skeletons did not think to hit below their shields, but he was glad for their oversight.
The skeletons were hitting with great force, putting dents In their shields. Alexander
Whispered to Samuel and James, "When I count to three. we'll Jump out In the
direction that we
are facing, and charge through them as fast as you can. One, Two, Three, GO! They all charged
through, knocking skeletons down as they went. James even grabbed one by the hand as
he ran
by, It fell over. Alexander and James called for Samuel to join them.
Huffing and puffing James
gasped "We cannot keep this up much longer. We need a new plan, and fast -- they are comlngl"
I have a plan. Samuel said quietly. "See that small branch over there, that has fallen from
that tree? We can
use It as a torch to burn the skeletons." "Good Idea! James said as he
grabbed the branch. He pulled off two more branches from the tree. "We might as well all have
one!" They set them afire. and 1/3 of the army burned quickly. Soon
1/2 of them were on fire, and
the remaining skeletons turned and fled back to Demane.
Chapter 6 The All Powerful Monster
For the next llttle while, the village people and the three princes were constantly going to
a near by lake to get water to put out the fires. Even though there were a great deal of houses
burned, the people were grateful to the princes for saving most of their village.
To show their appreciation they washed the Princes' clothes and gave them a
place to
steep for the night. The next day they asked them to stay,
In case the turbo .skeletons returned,
but the Princes told them that they Intended to get rid of the skeletons once and for all, and
that was where they were heading now. The villagers gave them food to take on their Journey.
Alexander, Samuel. and James began on their Journey once again.
The remaining turbo skeletons met with Demane, who was very angry
at them for losing
to three humans. "Three miserable llttle humans? Destroying 1/2 of an army of turbo skeletons?
I'm ashamed of you! Maybe you are not up to doing this Job for me, after all! These three have
proved to be more of a threat than I
had expected. Leave me alone while I think of something to
finish them off!" Demane yelled.
He opened his book and began flipping through It. Soon he found a spell that he really
liked. A spell for a monster -- a ferocious and powerful monster. He read the
spell, and then he
yelled, "Contalnlan condoon tlster!
I bring to existence a horrible creature with the
gift of evll
to destroy." Then a dark glow began to appear before him. It got brighter, and there was a bit
of smoke In the air. It came together forming the ugliest creature Imaginable. It had
sharp
fingernails, thick arms and legs, and red glowing eyes. It was slimy and scaly with bumpy fangs
sticking out of his mouth. He was a nightmare. and he looked like
he could conquer the world
with his hands tied behind his back.
Now to test his ability. Demane said In a firm voice, "Pick up that chair and throw It at
the wall!" Immediately the monster picked up the chair with one hand, threw
It against the wall,
smashing it to pieces. "Now, break through that stone wall!" With
his shoulder facing the wall, he
charged at It, leaving a humongous hole. Demane felt a slight breeze, and said "Humm. maybe I
shouldn't have told him to do thatl"
Demane looked through his crystal ball and saw that Alexander, James, and Samuel were
getting quite close. He ordered his monster to go and destroy them. pointing to them In the
crystal ball. The monster scratched his head, confused. He wasn't sure If he was suppose to
break the crystal ball. or go somewhere. So he decided to do both. He reached his hand forward
to crush the crystal ball; but Demane was able to snatch It away Just In time. "Not this Ball,
Just the people In the ball!" The monster looked puzzled far a few seconds, and then he
understood. He ran out through the hole In the wall that he had made.
It wasn't long before he had found Samuel, James, and Alexander walking toward
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Demane's castle. and getting very close. The Monster Jumped out from behind a tree, right In
front of them. and roared. Samuel Jumped. Alexander gasped, and James fell over. but quickly
got back on his feet. "Don't panic, maybe he Is on our side!" Alexander said.
The monster growled loudly. "I don't think he Is on our side." James added. Samuel pulled
out his bow and arrows and shot at the monster. It hit him In the hand, but It only made a
slight
scratch. As for the arrow, It simply fell to the ground.
Alexander pulled out his sword, and swung It back and forth, trying to keep the monsters·
attention. James charged at the monster with his mace, but the monster was only bruised. James
tried for a second swing, but the monster grabbed the mace, and threw It behind his back.
Meanwhile. Alexander swung his sword at the Monster's neck cutting It.
Samuel shot another arrow at him, but the monster had seen It. and hit It away with his
hand. Now he was really mad. He charged at Alexander, grabbed him by the arm and threw him
at Samuel, knocking them both to the ground. He then charged at James and kicked him, causing
him to do a flip and then several
summersaults.
They helped each other up, bruised but stlll ready for combat. "I have an Idea!" James
whispered. "Alexander keep the monster busy with your sword, and I'll climb that tree over
there and jump on his back, and try to strangle him. Then Samuel, you wlll need to get some of
that poison Ivy over there. to apply to one of your arrows. Shoot him while we have him
distracted. But Samuel? Don't miss!"
Alexander swung his sword at the monster. James climbed the tree, and Samuel rubbed
the poison Ivy on his arrow. James Jumped onto the monster's back, and Samuel put the arrow
to his bow. and pulled It back. But the monster threw James over his back, punched the ground.
and the ground spilt open.
James fell In and was barely holding on. Alexander reached down to help him up. The
monster's eyes glowed wlldly, and magical rays came out, knocking Alexander over the edge,
but grabbed on to the side. "That's It!" Samuel yelled as he pulled back his bow and fired. The
arrow hit the monster In the stomach. It pulled out the arrow. then yelled and screeched, and
grabbed at It's stomach. He then looked at them angrily. He pushed a tree over, and yelled.
Samuel helped James and Alexander out of the pit. The monster was mad, and he was going to
get them. He kicked James and punched Samuel In the stomach. Alexander grabbed Samuel's
bow, then shot the monster In the neck and lifted Samuel and .Jamee over his shouldere and they
hid In a bush. "How come we're In this bush?" James asked. "Don't talk,
don't move." Samuel
whispered.
The monster turned around In a couple of circles, trying to figure out where they were.
He looked up a tree, and In a few small bushes. Luckily he didn't look In the one that they were In.
He sat down on a rock, thinking. Finally he decided that they must have run away. So he started
running In the opposite direction of Demane's castle. Demane was watching In his crystal ball,
and was annoyed.
Chapter 7 Demane’s Castle
It was getting late and and the Princes were
hungry. They took out their last piece of
food, a slice of bread, and then they split It Into three. They decided to continue heading toward
Demane's castle. The sun was setting and they figured they had better hurry.
It wasn't tong before they reached nemane'a castle. They weren't exactly sure how to
get In. There was the front door, but It had two Turbo Skeletons guarding It. And they couldn't
see any other way In. If they were ever going to get their home back, the way would be Inside.
Besides. they could take care of these turbo skeletons. They decided to surprise them. They hid
behind the nearest tree. then Jumped out with their weapons ready. Alexander ran to one, and
swung at It. But It ducked. Alexander swung down at It, cutting lh skull In half. Jamee
:swung at
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the other one, and knocked It's head off.
They tried to enter, but the door was locked. "There Is only one way to get In. We will
have to break the door down." Said Alexander. "How can we do that? Our weapons certainly
won't do It." "How about a battering ram?" Samuel suggested. "Do we have a battering ram?"
James asked Impatiently. "No. but we can use that tree over there." Samuel
replied. "Yes. but
how WIii we cut It down?" Alexander asked. " Maybe you could use your sword." Samuel said
quietly. "It's worth a shot." Quickly Alexander got to work, and chopped.
By this time the sun had already set, and his arms were getting very tired. But finally
he
was one chop away from finishing the Job. "Walt. Alexander." James said. "I
Just thought of
something." "When we chop It down, how wlll we lift It to carry It?" Let's try pushing It toward
the door, and maybe It wlll fall on the door. After the final chop they pushed It In the
direction
of the door.
The door smashed Into pieces, and they quickly ran Inside. They now needed to look for
Demane, the leader behind this. They walked through very cautiously. Before them was an
open
door, filled with Turbo Skeletons. They peeked In, but could not see Demane there,
so they
quietly tried to sneak past. Luckily they were not spotted.
Then they saw another room. and Demane was In there. He said, while looking Into his
crystal ball. ''Where are those Princes?" "Right here!" James exclaimed loudly. "Well, allow
me
to Introduce myself." Demane said, strangely polite. "I am Demane. May I ask who you are?" "I
am Alexander. This ls James and Samuel, and you have stolen our home." "Don't be silly. I don't
have your precious kingdom. It is In another world." "Well, one way or another we
are going to
get It back!" "No you won't!" yelled Demane, as he picked up his sword. Samuel pulled out his
bow and shot at the sword, knocking It out of Demane's hands.
Demane worryingly began looking through his book. But James quickly grabbed it from him
and was about to destroy It, when Demane screamed at the top of his lungs. The turbo
skeletons came pouring In, grabbed the book from James. and gave It back to Demane, and
began battling the princes.
While James, Samuel. and Alexander were fighting the skeletons, Demane began looking
furiously through the book to find a spell that would help him. Finally he found
one that would
definitely help. A spell that could make him Immortal.
Then he yelled out "Forcoslee Tramlces dentle conthencharocko spat!" He did not look
dlffrent but he was. "I am Immortal!" Demane said. When they heard that, they thought he
would
kill them, right then. But he didn't. Instead he yelled "tranesvenornl" Then he disappeared In a puff
of smoke with his book and the magic stone.
The skeletons cornered them by the window, and pushed them out. Luckily they were
able
to hold on, without the skeletons seeing them. They left, thinking they had won. When the coast
was clear. Samuel, James, and Alexander climbed back In. "Now what are we going to do?"
asked James, Impatiently. "I don't know." Alexander said quietly. I guess we could climb out of
the window." "No, no not that --1 mean about Demane
disappearing." "Let's think about lt after
we get out of this castle." Carefully they climbed
down to safety.
They began looking for any sign of Demane, as they walked through the forest, but there
wasn't any. A way down the path they saw a strange creature with a wagon. It was full
of
dishes and pans and a couple of diamond rings. He saw them coming, and yelled "Do you wish to
buy anything?" "No. But we are looking for a man with a stone with a jewel inside of It." The
creature scratched his head and thought for a moment. "Ah yes. I remember him. He bought that
stone from me. He seemed quite desperate. I did well In that bargain." "Do you have any more or
those stones?" Samuel asked. "No that was something I found and thought I could make
a
pretty penny from It. And It worked out well." "Do you know where he went?" "No. I know
nothing more than what I have told you. Now. buy something, or leave." "We do not care to buy
right now. but we thank you for your help."

"Is there anyone else ar:ound here Who might help us?" "Them ls a wlzard's cottage down
the road." "Thank you. and good bye."
Chapter 8 The Wizard
They continued walking down the road until they came to the cottage. They knocked on
the door, and the wizard came out.
He was an old man, with a beard about two feet long. He wore an old robe. and boots.
"May I help you?" He asked quietly. "We are tooklnq for someone named oemane, do Y/OU know
of him?" "If you are his friends, then leave me Immediately!" He began closing the door, when
Samuel stopped him. "No we are not his friends, we are enemies to him." "What do you want of
him?" "He has stolen our kingdom, and placed It In another world, and now we are trying to find
him." "Come Inside, then. Perhaps I can help you." the wizard said. They followed him
Into tile
cottage.
The cottage was old and dusty.
It was damp, and smelled llke swamp water. "Now, sit
down and tell me everything that has happened between you and Demane." "Well, he keeps
sending these creatures..." and they told him the whole story.
When they were finished the
Wizard asked, "How could all of these things have come from Demane? Since when did he have
this kind of magic?" "Since he found a weird stone with a Jewel In the middle ---It's called the
Dragon's Eye, and some spell book." "Did you say that he claims to be Immortal?" The wizard
asked In a curious voice.
"I have a book that Is on Immortality." He pulled a book off of the shelf, and looked
through the table of contents. " 1. What Is Immortality? 2. Immortal Creatures 3.
Possible ways
to become Immortal 4. How to beat an Immortal enemy. --Ah, that sounds
good." The wizard
said quietly. He read t11rough the chapter f,or several minutes. "If you wish to defeat Deamane,
young Princes, you must search all over the land to find 10 maglcal objects." Cautiously he
handed them the book to let them read. It was a list of the
10 objects that they must find to
defeat Demane.
They studied each one carefully. "May we copy this?" "Yes, and you
may keep It, the map
that Is, but do not show It to any one else unless you are sure you can trust them.
I trust you
three, still I will be watching you, even though you will not see me. "So, you are not coming with
us?" "I'm afraid not. I'm much too old, But I
wlll give you some food to take on ydur Journey.
Remember that you will be watched over.. But beware! There will be many dangers guarding
these Items." "We thank you kind sir. But you have not told us your name," "My name ls or no
Importance. Now go, and finish your quest!"
Chapter 9 The Power Sword
Then they left and stopped In the middle of his front yard. Alexander read the Information
that he had copied. It told the
10 Items. and where they were located. He found the closest one
was the Sword of Power. It was In the biggest Dragon's Lair In the land, which
contained the
biggest Dragon In the land.
James had heard of It, and knew where It was. He had heard his father talk about It many
times. James told the others to follow him. Quickly they left the small town.
and follow€)d
James Into a forest. The forest was dark, not much llglit could get through the trees because
they were so thick, but there was enough to see which dlreotJon you were going.
After several hours, they reached a large cave which James claimed was the
Lair of the
biggest Dragon. They walked In, and It wasn't long before It got very dark Inside, because they
had gone so far In. Then the tunnel spllt Into two directions, they weren't sure which one to
choose. ·'Should we split up?" Samuel asked. "No, We might not see each other again. Let's Just
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choose one, and go In carefully. If It Is wrong, we wlll go back and try the other way.
They chose the tunnel on the left. cautiously they crept through. They could
barely see
each other, and the farther they went, the darker It got, until they couldn't see their hand
In
front of their face. Then they saw a light up ahead, but It did not took like day light. They
kept
walking until they came to a huge part of the cave. This Is where the Dragon was.
He was
breathing fire In and out of his mouth, lighting up the whole room. But he was asleep. From behind
a large rock they could see this.
The three princes watched from behind the rock until they saw a small opening that went
In several feet, with the Sword of Power In It. "I wonder If
It would be safe to run across the
room, and get the Sword of Power." "I think we had better try It." Alexander ran
out across
the room, grabbed the sword, and began running back to the others. "See you guys," He
said to
them, "that wasn't so hard." But Just then the Dragon started to wake up. Samuel saw this, and
yelled, "run for It!"
They ran through the tunnel that they had come through. But the Dragon was awake now,
and breathing fire at them. They made It Into the tunnel Just In time, but the Dragon crouched
over and blew fire through the tunnel. They ran, but the fire was catching up to them. They were
going to be caught any second now. They ran as fast all they could and were almost back to
the split In the tunnel. Somehow, they were able to run faster now. The sword
seemed to be
more powerful. They were running at the same speed as the fire. When they got to the split, they
Jumped to the side, and let the fire pass by them. Then they ran toward the opening of the cave.
Finally they could see the sunlight, and It looked like they were going to be safe. They
kept
running until they made It out of the mouth of the cave. They stopped for a minute to catch
their breath.
Suddenly they felt a rumble, which got harder. Then like a sudden
explosion the Dragon
burst out of the cave with It's horrible red scales. Its terrifying wings, and It's fiery breath. It
walked on It's hind legs, and was almost 50 feet tall. Then
It raised It's foot and was about to
smash them. They did the fist thing that came to them, They threw the Power Sword at his foot.
In pain, the dragon fell Into his cave and broke the part he fell on. rocks fell
everywhere but
mostly on the dragon. The Power Sord came out of his foot
so James grabbed It and they ran.
Chapter 10 Something Scary
The closest treasure now was the golden wizard's staff, which was 9 miles away. They
took turns riding on their horse, while the other two walked. The sun was high In the sky. It was
around ten o'clock In the morning. But It was 2 o'clock before they arrived at a small forest.
They saw a path, and a few feet down It there was a small sign that
said "Enter at your
own risk." They decided that they would take the risk. Cautiously they took out their weapons,
ready for practically anything. After making their way deep
Into the forest. they saw another
sign that said. "Too late to turn back now!" They were all a little worried. They walked even
deeper Into the forest, even more cautious than before.
They walked In a crouched down position, looking all around them as they went. Samuel
saw a chipmunk. Alexander saw a rabbit. But James was watching the other side of the path,
and he saw something floating" He squinted his eyes to get a better took. It was a white
shadowy thing floating through the air, and It was looking directly at him. It seemed to
have a
pall human face. that did not appear very happy. It slowly floated toward him. He
started to
feel very uncomfortable.
He thought It looked like a female, as It drew closer. He reached his hand back to touch
his other companions. Alexander turned around. and as they saw It they turned a
bit pale,
themeetvee. As It came closer Alexander whispered ..Maybe we can talk to It." "Hello." It hissed
and suddenly Its whole appearance changed.
It seemed more like a skeleton or monster. It

growled and screeched at them, So they did the only thing they could think of -- they ran.
They went as fast as they could with that thing right behind them. flying like mad,
and
screeching as It went. They pulled the power sword from their pack, and waved It back and
forth behind them as they went. The spirit was not more than a few feet away from them. The
sword suddenly slipped out of James· hand. and went through the ghost_ It actually
ripped the
creature In half, and It became two ghosts, half the size of the first one.
As the two creatures went for the plunge, the princes all ducked, and ran In the other
direction. "I don't care If the rest of the treasures are In here, " Samuel
said. "We could leave
Demane alone, and find a new place to llvel" "No" said .James. Maybe we can keep cutting them
In half until they are so small that they are defenseless." "But how can we cut two In
half at a
time, with only one sword?" "Good point. We must only use the sword for defense when they
come too close. Because It did stall them for a few seconds." Qulckly they ran
as fast as they
could between the two spirits. "Let's get the next treasure, maybe It wlll help."
They ran & ran until they saw a small cottage. They pushed the
door opened, and closed
It quickly behind them. Then one of the spirits started coming through the closed
door. As they
turned to enter the next room, the other ghost came out of there,
and cornered them,
They held their power sword ready, and sliced both In half, In the same blow. Now there
were four spirits. This gave them time to run through. They went through the door, but they
were only cornered aqaln, They figured that they were doomed now. Just as the ghosts were
about to plunge at them again, the door slammed open, and an old woman entered.
It caught the
attention of the spirits. "What have you found lurking In my cottage? Ah, three young men!
These WIii do quite nicely for my next spell. I could turn these Into very nice creatures.
You may
go now, spirits!"
As soon as the spirits had left, she cackled "Whltchy wltchy bars wlll
do." Then she
wiggled her fingers. and suddenly they were surrounded by a cage that shocked them If they
touched n.
Quickly she went Into the other room and dragged a big black pot out.
Inside was a
reddish orange bubbling goo. "Now I will turn them Into delightful monsters! by making them
touch my special recipe. I'll test It out on Nightmare_ Here kitty kitty kitty!" She called to her cat.
Nightmare came over, and she took a spoonful of the potion and poured It on the cat.
It
shrieked a couple of times as It transformed Into a monster. It ended up with three Inch long
fangs, red glowing eyes, and small skinny spikes, replacing her fur, with big thin spikes on the end
of her tall. Her hisses turned Into growls. "Perfect!" She got another spoonful and was
about to
put it on Alexander's hand. He Jerked away, but she grabbed him. Samuel hit the spoon out of
the witch's hand, and It went flying.
When It landed on the floor, the boards grew red spikes with slime dripping from them. She
pushed the whole pot In their direction, and was about to tip the whole thing over on them. It
fell over and spllled all over their cage. Alexander, Samuel, and James Jumped up, and grabbed
on to the bars, but the slime got their feet, and they were loosing their grip on the bars.
Their feet were bright green with scales. Alexander used his
new feet to kick the bars of
the cage. He was able to break lt, They prepared now to attack the Witch_ The witch's eyes.
wide with horror, yelled "The potion was suppose to put you under my power! You must have
not gotten enough."
Samuel got out his bow, and got ready to fire. but the witch mumbled something to
herself, and twitched her fingers -- turning samuers arrow Into a rattle snake, which attacked
him. Samuel was using his hands to keep Its mouth away. The snake went for his hand, but he
threw It Just In time, and James hit It with hismace.
By now the potion had spread throughout much of the house. All the parts that were
covered In the slime broke off from the rest. grew legs, arms, and a mouth with sharp teeth.
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"Get them!.. the witch cried. The piece of the house started to attack, while the witch ran Into
what was left or the house, and came out with a big gold stick. Samuel noticed It, and
cried
"Look! the Golden Wizard's staff!" "You are right, Samuel. That Is what we have been
looking
for!"
Quickly James ran toward the witch. threw his mace at her, and knocked the
Golden
Wizard's Staff out of her hand. He picked It up. and raised It In the air, and yelled...Run
witch.
run before I turn you both Into ants. James didn't really know how to control It's power. but the
witch thought he did. She ran In to the woods yelllng at them as she ran, "I hate youl You
trespassed, stole my prized possession, and kicked me out of my home. I hate you! I hate you!"
..Lets get out of here!" Samuel yelled. They ran as fast as they could
out of the forest.
As they were running, one of the spirits popped out. Alexander pulled out his sword,
Samuel pulled out his bow, and they waved them at the spirit, hoping It would back off. Instead
It let out a loud shriek. and suddenly the other three spirits came. The spirits flew
over their
heads preparing to attack James. "It's the staff!" Alexander yelled. James
understood what to
do. He threw the staff to Alexander, but they kept running. Soon the spirits caught up
with
them. Alexander started waving the staff at the spirits, yelling, "go away, shoo!" All
of a
sudden the staff began to glow. then It shot 4 beams out, hitting all of the spirits. and the spirits
left.
It was peaceful for the rest of the walk out of the forest. "What's next Samuel?"
Alexander asked. "Let me see." He said as he grabbed the paper. The next closest Is the two
Crystal Balls. One shows the present and one shows the past. "Good, then we can get two in
one place."
They got their horses. that they had left tethered Just outside of the forest. They went
north.
Chapter 11 Mystic Times
It wasn't long until they were where they should be. There was an old beat up sign next
to the road that said "Mystic Times." There was a
big round dome-shaped building. They entered
the building. Inside there was a big room made of wooden boards. There were
many tables
around the room with hourglasses all around. There was a chandelier In the middle of the room,
letting out a dim light. At the other side of the room there was a door.
They crossed quickly to the door and opened It. They saw a long stone
hallway with
many pictures on the walls. One picture was of some people dressed In furs. They all had shaggy
hair, and were holding clubs. In the background were many trees, volcanoes,
and many
dragon-like creatures.
They looked at the next picture. This one was of many people with dark
skin, too much
makeup around the eyes, and a hot desert with pyramids all around.
The next picture was of a group of Romans, dressed In white robes, and vine wreaths
around their heads. There were some temples, and a castle In the background.
The next picture was of three knights battling a dragon. A stone castle with
a mote
around It stood In the background. Some skeletons and a swampy lake.
The next picture showed some men on a ship. One had only one leg, another had only one
hand. others had patches over their eyes.
The next one was of men In cowboy hats carrying guns and drinking and shooting.
Then there was a picture of some kids playing In a yard, and a strange devise, a carriage
without horses.
The last picture was of people In space suits, metal birds. and many strange devises that
they could not understand.
At the end of the hallway there was a door. They quietly turned the handle and went

through It.
On the other side of the door, there were three more doors. "Let's spllt up." Alexander
said. "No. We had better stay together, It wlll be safer." replied Samuel. "I second that." James
said. So they picked a door. They decided to go through the center one.
They walked down a hallway, (this one didn't have any plctures.) There were torches
along the walls. At the end there was another door. They walked through It as well.
It entered a big ballroom. It was completely empty. "I guess this must be the wrong way.
Let's go back." They hadn't taken more than a step before 50 soldiers dressed In Colonial
uniforms marched In. Most of them carried muskets. which they aimed at the three
Intruders.
"Don't move, or we wlll fire."
James, who did not know what a musket was, walked toward them saying "How can you
fire those big metal sticks?" "Just don't move!" Their leader replied. He took a shot at the
ground, leaving a large hole. That was enough to keep James In llne. But Samuel wasn't quite
convinced...Trickery! Trickery! Don't you move or I wlll fire on you!" He yelled as he pulled out
his bow and arrow.
Even though he wasn't convinced as to what the muskets were, he believed they could do
damage. So he shot his arrow at the chandelier, making pieces shatter all over the soldiers. Then
Samuel yelled "Run!" And they all ran back down the hallway. They slammed the door behind
them. "We had better pick a different door, and fast!" yelled James.
They picked the door on the left, and ran through It as fast as they could.
On the other side there was no sign of them even being close to a bulldlng, which seemed
Impossible, since a door should be In a wall, but It appeared that they were outside. The
door
Just stood there In open space!
This place was fllled with dragons. They saw one that was flying, and a huge one with
short arms and a big mouth was eating a smaller one. One had a whole bunch of bony plates on
Its back, and spikes on It's tall. There were volcanoes In the distance -anc, and
many other
dragons all around.
Those dragons didn't look very friendly, and Just then one saw them and began chasing
them. They decided that this was not a very llkely place for the treasure, so they
opened the
door and hurried back through It.
They came to the third door. As they entered they saw that It was a wooden room that
was rocking back and forth. Around the walls were several treasure chests. "I wonder where
this place Is?" James asked quietly.
They saw a latter leading to an opening above them. Samuel cautiously cllmbed
up, and
peeked through the opening. He saw Pirates! One had a peg leg, another had a hook for a
hand.
The others were looking through the treasure chests, and Alexander spotted the 2
crystal balls In one of them. "I've found the crystal balls!" He called to Samuel. '"Shhhl
not so
loud! There are pirates up there; we are on a ship." "Then let's get the treasure and get out of
here before they catch us!" said James. Suddenly they heard a
loud bang. Samuel could see
through a crack that there was a metal ball flying towards them. "Hit the
deck!" Samuel
exclaimed. As he spoke, the blg metal ball flew threw the wall of the ship
and down through the
floor, making two huge holes In the ship.
There was a tllt to the right, and everything slld down to that end of the ship. The
ship
was fllllng up with water, and fastl above them they heard the pirates yelling, "abandon
ship!
Every man for hlrnselff' 'The ship Is sinking fast!" Samuel yelled. "Let's get the crystal
balls and
get out of here!"
Samuel and Alexander each grabbed a crystal
ball, and tried to climb up the floor to the
door, but It was much too steep. James said "maybe we could make some holes
In the wall to
use as footholes to reach the door." I have a better Idea." said Alexander. "We can
Just swim
up to the door. as the water rises." By now the water was already up to their shoulders.
"'As

soon as It reaches to our necks we'll start swimming:· They started swimming, and after a few
minutes the water was high enough so that they could reach the door. Alexander and James had
each put a crystal ball In their pouches. and Samuel managed to slip a few gold coins Into his.
When they got through the door. they were very wet and very tired. They
quickly left
Mystic Times as fast as possible. to avoid any other dangers lurking there.
Soon they found a family In a town that let them In -- for a price. of course. The Princes
gave the family some gold coins to let them stay for the night. The
next day, Alexander. Samuel
and James bought some new clothes, and food, and left the village.
The Princes were were so hungry that they ate most of the food Immediately. They found
a nice place to sleep among some trees that night. The
next morning Alexander was looking at
the map. The next treasures were much farther apart.
In the desert there was a treasure called the destroying diamond. And
In the opposite
direction was the magic Ice crystal. And on a distant Island there was the
Shield of Truth. Then
In a Castle on a Mountain there were the last treasures, the Immortal Armor. the Everlasting Via!
of Healing, and the Joining Plate. You use the Joining plate to hold all of the other treasures.
Then when you say the magic words written on It, and point to the Immortal being, he will be
destroyed.
When Samuel and James woke up, James said, "according to this map, lt will takes too
long to gather all of these treasures. We must separate, and each obtain one alone. As they
looked at the map they all finally agreed that they must go on alone. "Even though It will be
muchmore dlfflcult, we must remember that we are not just fighting for out homes any more, or
for our family and friends, but we are fighting for the whole world now."
Then Samuel spoke up. "there Is stlll a problem. If something happens to one of us, the
others would not know, and that treasure would not be found. There would be no one
else to
get that treasure." "That Is true, Samuel. But It Is a risk we are going to have to take." James
added slowly.
Maybe we can get some help, so that we will not have to go alone. I'm sure that we are
not the only ones that would fight to save the world.
Chapter: 12 Finding Warriors
They rode to a nearby castle as quickly as possible, and asked some vlllagers where the
castle was. They told them that It was up on a
nearby hill. When they got to the entrance of the
castle there were two guards. Alexander told them, "we need to enter! This could
mean the
fate of the worldl" "Slow down." The
guard answered. "Why could It mean the fate of the
world?" "Because of an immortal being named Demane that Is
planning to take over the world.
We need to stop him, and we need warriors to help us. We must gain the King's
permission to
enlist his warriors In this battle." "Alright, we will let you In, but we will be right behind you, so
no false moves."
They opened the doors and let Alexander , James, and Samuel
go first. When they got In
they told the king their story about Demane. The
king said that he would have to think about It.
He readied some rooms for them for the night. He would tell them his decision in the morning.
The next morning they again met with the King. He told them "I will do It under
one
condltlon--that you tell me exactly what you are going to do with my soldiers. James said. "You
see Damane could take over the world very quickly because he Is
Immortal, and has a magic
stone called the Dragon's Eye that allows him 10 spells. He's already used some of them.
We
have to gather 10 treasures to destroy him. We already have 4 of these, but we
need to split up,
to gather the remaining treasures more quickly before we run out of time.
The King looked at the map, and agreed to loan them 15 soldiers. 5 for each group. They
met with these soldiers, showed them the map, and assigned each to their group. They were told
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that the Princes would be In charge, they might give suggestions. but they must obey the princes.
"Samuel, your group WIii search for the Destroying Diamond In the desert. Alexander,
your group will go to the frozen glacier to find the
Magic Ice Crystal. My group will go to the
Island and get the Shield of "Truth. When we have accomplished these tasks, we will all meet at
the Mountain Castle, to obtain the flnal treasures.
Alexander spoke up. "There Is only one problem, we have only one map. Before we go we
must make two copies of It." They went to the king, and
he said he would get his finest. and
most accurate map makers to copy the map. They worked on It all night. The Princes stayed at
the castle and gathered food and supplies to help them on their different Journeys. The king gave
them fresh horses, and one for each of the soldiers. To each group
he also gave one mule to
carry the supplies.
The last words of Alexander before they departed were: "We'll have a
meeting when we
go for the Joining Plate. Farewell, and good luck to all of you!" And then they separated.
Chapter 13 Sarnual Starts
It took one day and one night for Samuel's group to cross the mountains Into the desert.
It took two days for James group to get to the seashore. And Alexander's group took a week
to get to the cold lands.
Samuel's first three days In the desert were Just riding. The horses were getting very
tired, and the crew was beginning to see mirages, even though they knew that they really
weren't there. But on their forth day out, suddenly a giant cobra,
10 feet long, and a foot wide
sprung out of the sand, hissing at them and coming toward them.
Most of the men were so
scared that they were ready to turn back. But finally they came to their senses. They held their
weapons high, ready to strike If the snake should attack.
The snake tried to bite Samuel, but he blocked It with his shield, and struck him with his
sword, while one of the soldiers threw a spear at the snake. Unfortunately the
snake tilted to
the side, and the spear missed. Then the snake went directly for him. He put up his shleld again,
but this time the snake ate the shield, and was ready for him next.
Meanwhile, another soldier carrying an ax came up from behind and cut the snake
In two.
But the back half of the snake grew back In Just a few seconds. But this diversion gave Samuel
enough time to stab the snake In the top of the throat. It didn't die, but it fell to the
ground and
began hissing loudly.
The group galloped past the
to the saddle of one of the horses,

snake as quickly as their horses would go. The mule was tied
so he brought up the rear. The snake didn't recover until they

were far off Into the distance.
By this time It was late evening, so they stopped for supper, and camped for a
short rest.
They decided It would be better to travel at night and sleep In the day, to avoid working
so
hard In the scorching sun. So they traveled on all through the night. As they walked Samuel knew
they would find there treasurer.
Chapter 14: James Starts
Meanwhile, James and his men had already bought a ship with the money that the king had
given them, big enough for the soldiers. One of his men had llved very close to the sea, and was
an expert In salllng, so they made him second In command whlle they were on the ship. They were
glad that they had brought plenty of water before they set out on the ocean. They did have
some supplies, as well. but they caught as many fish as they could for meals, so they
could
stretch their food as long as possible.
When they had been traveling on the water for almost a week, they began running low on
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water. They began rationing each man to only 1 glassful a day.
They spent much of their free time watching the whales and dolphins
swim close to their
ship. One soldier, whlle looking In the water thought he saw something big down their, and
he
went to bed very worried, but the others reassured him that It was probably only some fish.
The next day, they saw some sails on the horizon. The crew was hoping that they could do some
trading and buying for more fresh water, but as the
ship came closer, they realized they
wouldn't be able to do any trading, only giving.
There was a flag with a skull on the ship. which
meant that they were facing pirates.
After talking amongst themselves. they decided that they would try their best to
avoid the
pirate ship, but to keep the cannon loaded and ready. They tried to go around the pirate ship by
100 yards, but the pirates began firing at them. Quickly they set off the cannon, and
almost hit
the pirate ship, as they moved away as quickly as the wind would take them. They were Just out
of reach of the pirates· cannons. But the pirates
had bigger sails on their ship, and gradually they
began catching up.
The pirates sent out smaller boats, and they were coming to board James' ship. It wasn't
long before there were a dozen pirates on the ship. The first three pirates that tried to board
were kicked off Into the water by James. The forth pirate grabbed James by the leg and
plunged him Into the water, and all of the soldiers were
suddenly overpowered by the pirates.
and the pirates swarmed on deck.
One of James's crew members was pushed into the water by two pirates, while James
climbed back on deck, But Just as he got back onto the ship, a pirate picked him up, and threw
him to the ground, and hit him over the head with a club.
Another soldier cut off a pirate's leg, causing him to fall to the ground In agony_ Another
soldier lost his hand. The battle raged on for over an
hour. pieces of the ship had been busted,
and James and all of the soldiers had been tied up and captured,
The Pirates were luting their goods getting ready to leave when It began to get dark. The
waves started getting higher, and In between the two ships the water started to bubble. Then
suddenly a humongous wave splashed up Into the sky, turning over the pirate ship, killing all
aboard.
James ship was being rocked wildly by the waves, when they saw something they had
never seen before. A huge green scaly arm came out of the water. It had to have been at least
30 feet long. Then a scaly head appeared. To their surprise It was a sea
monster, roaring a roar
louder than they had ever heard before. It splashed back Into the water. It seemed to be gone,
but a few seconds later, their boat rose about 50 feet and then was thrown Into the
air. They
were up amongst the clouds, and as they were coming down they weren't sure what was going
to happen. They may all drown, or something worse.
They all ducked their heads and closed their eyes. After 20
seconds of waiting, James
opened his eyes to see that they had stopped moving, and that they were once again
In the
clutches of the sea monster. Even though he had Just saved them,
he was about to eat them.
They fired the cannon Into his mouth. The creature swallowed the cannon ball Just fine
and was about to put them Into his mouth. The Jumped Into the one llfe boat, and dropped ft 40
feet Into the water. When It hit the water, It turned upside down, and they had to grab onto the
capsized boat. Holdlng on to It with their hands, and kicking with their feet, they began heading
for an Island not much more than a hundred yards away.
Soon they reached the Island, but the Sea Monster had discovered that they were
not In
the ship that he was eating. He looked for them and soon spotted them on the Island.
He began
swimming toward the Island. When he got close enough that he had to start crawling
In the
shallow water, they hurried Into the middle of the Island. The
Monster looked frantically for
them. but finally he gave up on them, and headed back out to sea. to find more food there.
After they saw him leave. they went closer to the
beach. and got their fife boat out or
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the shallow water. and emptied It out. "We'll sleep near the beach tonight. and set our lifeboat
up against these trees for shelter. They quickly scrambled underneath the lifeboat to sleep for
the night.
In the morning, one of the crew members was becoming Impatient with James.
"Listen, Prince James, I don't know how much you are aware of this. but you have gotten us Into a
lot of trouble! First you drag us to a ship, and drag us across the sea, only to be robbed
by
pirates, and nearly eaten by a sea creature! And now we are stranded on this Island. And what
are you going to do about It? Are we going to Just sit here and starve to death?" "Now wait
just a minute." James said. "It's going to be ok. We aren't going to starve to death. There Is
plenty of food on this Island. We'll be able to make shelter out of these trees and plants. And I'm
working on a plan to somehow get off this Island. Besides, all ls not lost."
He pulled out the map from his shirt pocket and rung the water out of It.
He pointed to a
place on the map. "Here Is the dock where we left from. and here Is the Island that we were
heading for. It Is early morning and the sun Is coming up In the East, that direction." Then pointing
another way, "then that way must be north, and the Island Is west from the dock...whlch
means
that the island we are suppose to go to Isn't far from the one that we are on!"
According to the map there are no other Islands In this part of the sea. so either this
Island has not been discovered, or by some stroke of luck we are on the Island that we are
suppose to be on!..
James turned around to see his crew men up In the trees eating bananas, pineapple, and
cocoanuts. James said, "You better get down from there!" They Jumped down and
said "What's
wrong? We're hunqry."
"Fine." James sighed. "Eat. But we need to exptore this Island soon. Now we are going to make a map of
this place. Now grab some food and lets go."
They walked off into the palm trees and bushes.
Chapter 15 Alexander’s Journey
Alexander's group was riding to the north. "It's going to be cold up there!" Said one of
the warriors. "Yes. we will
need to buy heavy blankets and coats the next chance we get. I
know of a place to buy them, Just up ahead." It wasn't long before they arrived at an Inn, In a
small town. There was a shop with some heavy blankets and coats.
They went Into the Inn for the night. and shared one nice room between them. "We'll
have
to get up early tomorrow. and set out on our Journey.
Now everyone get to sleep!"
In the
morning Alexander woke up In the lobby, all tied up. The owners of the Inn as well as all
of his
friends were tied up, too. There were two guys In
masks carrying knives and swords. One was a
tall. thin man. and the other was big and appeared very strong. They both had long scraggly
beards.
The big one said, as he grabbed the owner of the Inn, "give us your money or we will kill
him." Alexander scooted over to the counter where he
saw a knife on the floor. One of the
masked men must have dropped It, he thought. With his hands behind his back. he picked up the
knife and started cutting through his ropes. Then. pretending that he was stlll tied up.
he
scooted back over to the men, tlll he jumped up, and hit the small one on In the head. He went
For the big one, but he was pushed to the
ground Instead. The Inn keeper, who was too shocked
to move, was hit by the skinny robber, and knocked Into the big one. They hit heads, and were
both knocked out. It looked
like domlnos. Quickly, Atexander untied his friends, and used the
ropes to tie up the robbers, who were both knocked out now.
Alexander and his group decided that It was time to get on their way. So they moved on
with their Journey, heading farther north. They walked for miles, tlll they saw quite a
bit of
snow. Alexander found a vlllage on the map, that they were heading toward. That night, It got
dark early, and they were very tired, so they wrapped up In their blankeb and fell
asleep.
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By the time they woke up the next morning, the sun was already high In the sky_
They
lmrnedtately grabbed their gear, and headed North again. They finally came to the small vlllage
that they had seen on the map. It had only one street, with houses on either side. They walked
Into town, and Into a food shop. All they could see was fish. "Aren't their other things to ea~
besides fish?" Alexander asked. "You can get bread at my neighbors. but It Is
expensive_
Alexander gave some coins to the man, and was given 4 barrels of fish. They knew that they
couldn't eat that much, so they traded some back. The baker from the bread shop
next door,
asked where they were going, they replied "Northward." "There ls no other human
settlement
any farther north," "What do you mean?" Alexander asked, There Is the legend of the
Jee
People. But you wouldn't want to go there, they are
not exactly friendly to outsiders. "Yes, but
they have a treasure that we need." "Gold Is only gold. What Is more
Important? Gold or your
life. And If you mean their magic treasure, don't set your hopes on It, they wlll guard It too well.
But we must! Alexander muttered, As he walked outside the others followed. They
walked to the edge of town to find an old man In the snow. He looked very sick he maybe dying.
They gave him some food & took him back to town over one of the soldier's back. The man
pointed to a house. "Maybe that Is where he lives." Alexander whispered. They took him
In and
put him by a fire. Then a lady came out. "My Husband!" she yelled. "what happened to him?" "We
round him In the snow." Alexander said.
Some dogs ran Into the room and sniffed the man and whined. The man said, "Thank you
for saving my life." He said In a raspy voice. We are old, and have little to offer." "That's ok,
you don't need to give us anything." said Alexander. "But I Insist." the man
said. "For a traveler
llke you, the least I can do Is give you my dogs and sleigh." "But how wlll you get around, then?"
Alexander asked. "We will be flne," The woman said. "Well, for your generosity, have some
gold." Alexander gave them some gold coins, and waved good bye, and left. He
heard the couple
calling their thanks as he went. This put a smile on his face, and that of the other warriors.
"Mush!" He called to the dogs as he got on the sleigh. The others hung on to the sides, and
they took turns riding on ft. Finally the dogs were tired, and stopped. "I
guess this Is a good
place t9 stop for the night." Alexander decided. They got into their warm
sleeping bags, and the
dogs Joined them. They were shocked for a second. but found that they kept them
extra warm,
maybe they kept the dogs warmer too.
The next day they set out farther to the north. They passed by a cave, and saw some
polar bears, and decided not to get too close. They traveled for several days, till
finally
Alexander bumped Into thin air! Then again It wasn't too thin. He stepped back, and suddenly,
right before his eyes he could see a wall appearing -- completely made out of Ice.
Alexander was sure that wasn't there a few seconds ago, as did his warriors.
As they
stepped back farther, they could see a castle towering over the wall. The castle was
also made
out of Ice. They also saw a big gate, to the west. It was guarded by two men. or they looked
like men. But they were made out of Ice, also. Yet they moved like anyone else. Suddenly one of
the Ice men spotted them.
"Who goes there?" He yelled. "It Is I, Alexander,
and my friends." Then the Ice man threw
a spear at the group. It hit one warrior. and suddenly he turned Into Ice.
His friends tried to
figure out what was happening, but when they touched him, they froze, too.
Alexander and one other warrior were the only two that were not frozen. "What do you
want from us?" Alexander called. The Ice men didn't answer, but grabbed Alexander and the
frozen warriors. The other unfrozen warrior hit one of the Ice men over the head, The Iceman
cracked Into pieces. The other one grabbed the warrior, and made him touch the end
of the
spear, so that he became frozen also.
Alexander was hit over the head. When he awoke he found himself In a room made out of
Ice. He was laying on a bed of Ice. An Ice man was standing In front of him.
He grabbed
Alexander. and took him out of the door and through a
hallway. About 10 minutes later, they
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arrived In a Gigantic room with a throne. Alexanders warriors were circled around It. stlll frozen
stiff. On the throne was a lady, probably the queen, but she was not made out of Ice,
llke the
others. She wore a purple gown, and a small crown with one glowing Jewel In It. She must be an
Enchantress. Alexander thought to himself. "Come foreward!" She commanded. He could feel the
Ice men pushing him forward. "What are you doing here. Mortal?" she asked.
"I have come for a treasure, the Ice diamond. I belleve you have It. Correct me
If rm
wrong." "Do you mean this one?" She said as
she pulled the Ice diamond from out of her crown.
"You aren't getting It, though. It Is mlne---I mean ours. Your friends can easily become lced--llke
the rest of the people here." "You mean frozen, moving human belngs...llke him?" He said, pointing
to one of the guards. "Correct. There are two stages to this process. The first stage
ts the
stage that your men are In right now, and the second stage Is llke my subjects are."
There must be a way to reverse the process." Alexander thought to
himself. "Change
them back!" Alexander demanded.
"You are In no position to make demands." She replled. "You are lucky that we are not
going to dispose of you. Take him to his room. In the morning he will also meet the fate of his
friends." Two of the Ice soldiers grabbed Alexander and took him down a hall
made out of Ice,
llke the rest of the-castle. One of the Ice men whispered to Alexander. "don't worry, you'll get
used to being Iced, llke the rest of us. I used to be llke you."
"Do you like working for the Queen?" Alexander whispered back. "Not really.
But the
Queen has the power to destroy us If we disobey any of her commands. But. !Ike I said, you get
used to It. Two hundred years ago I was an explorer venturing up here. I was captured and
made Ilka this. but most of the people here came from a large city farther south. that the Queen
invaded and captured. So I recommend not trying to escape. A friend tried It. The queen melted
him before he got five feet away from the wall."
They stopped. and opened an ice door Into a room with an
Ice bed. and nothing else. That
night Alexander had trouble sleeping. The bed was
very cold, but It wasn't Just the cold that
bothered him. He thought about why he had come, and wished he could change things. He decided
that he couldn't give up hope. And after hours of pondering the situation,
he finally drifted off
to sleep.
Chapter 16 The Destroying Diamond.
Samuel and the warriors traveled through the night. and
slept In the day, for several
days, until flnally they reached their destination. It was a huge pyramid, that was at least 100
feet tall. There didn't appear to be any door, so they scanned the hleroglyphlc to find some kind
of trigger or button. But they had no luck. They decided to wait until morning, when they could see
better.
Finally, In the morning, they started pressing different parts of the pyramid. Samuel
pressed an eye Inside of a square, and next to It was a picture of an opening door. When he
pushed It. a 10x10 foot door opened to the side.
cautiously they group entered. They Ht a torch, and walked no more than 20 feet In. when
Samuel accidentally stepped on a stone trigger, and the floor opened up, and they fell down
a
slide. At the bottom there was a room with a hole in the wall, and Inside they saw the
Destroying Diamond. They went over to get
It. but as soon as Samuel touched It. he was Jerked
away by a IJuge hand, and found a gigantic man, but he wasn't a man; he had a man's body, but
he had the head of a black dog.
It picked up Samuel by the shirt. lifting him several feat up. until they were face to face.
It opened It's mouth, and showed Its big sharp teeth, and looked as
If he was about to eat
Samuel, when 1 of the warriors stabbed It In the leg. It fell to one knee, and dropped Samuel.
Then It turned around and Its eyes started to glow. Two rays came from Its
eyes to the

warrior. and Instantly the warrior had dlsappeared. Then It turned back to Samuel, Its eyes stlll
glowing red, and kicked him In the stomach making him fall to the ground.
Three of the warriors jumped onto the creatures back, while another stabbed him in the
back with a knife_ The creature howled and Its eyes grew a brighter red, and spikes burst out of
Its back, and It grew even larger. Its hands and feet became huge paws. and it turned into a
huge
spike covered dog. It opened Its now even larger mouth. and chased the warriors around the
room,
This gave Samuel Just enough time to grab the Destroying Diamond. He raised It up and
threw It at the creature, As It hit, It went deep Into Its flesh. and began disintegrating untll It
was nothing but a big plle or ashes,
Then suddenly the warrior that had disappeared from the creatures' rays, appeared again
In a very shocked state. He quickly recovered. and told the others that one
second he was being
shot by the rays, and the next the monster was gone_
Samuel retrieved the Destroying Diamond. But now, how were they going to get out of
the pyramid? Then the Destroying Diamond began to glow brightly. The slide that they had come
down crumbled, They felt the floor raising up. The walls around them began to crumble and falL
Even the raising floor beneath them was beginning to crumble away_ As they got to the normal
level of the pyramid, the roof was about to cave In on them, They ran toward the
door, and
realized that It was closing. They were almost there, but just as they reached it,
It closed.
They were running so fast that they crashed In to It, and It broke away at the
impact.
Suddenly parts of the pyramid were falling all around them, they ran out the entry way,
and Just
as they got out the entire pyramid collapsed until
It was nothing but a pile of rubble.
Just then Samuel realized that he had dropped the destroying Diamond. "Oh no! I
have
dropped the treasure!" He cried. Then suddenly they saw one of the
warriors coming from the
rubble. He had the diamond In his hand. "I grabbed It as you dropped IL I was nearly crushed, but
I made It Just before the pyramid completely disintegrated_" "Then the world Is
In your debt,
brave warrior . And we must go now." Samuel yelled.
Chapter- 17 James Goes After The Shield of Invincibility
"There should be a big mountain In the center of the Island, If this Is the right Island."
James told his men, "If there Isn't we will know that we are on the wrong Island." They walked
through the tropical forest for nearly an hour until they did find a tall mountain. Near the foot
of the mountain they discovered a dark tunnel. They cautiously entered. "This should be
It."
James exolalmad,
Just a few yards In. they felt themselves being sucked up, and they began to enter a hole
In the celling. Something In the mountain was acting as some kind of a vacuum. After moving up
through the mountain, they found themselves floating over the opening In a stone room.
They
looked up, and saw another hole In the celling of that room, and they realized that they
were
nearly at the top of the mountain.
In a corner of the room they saw the Shield of ln111nclblllty! One of the warriors
swam
through the air until he was no longer over the hole. Then gravity took affect again, and he fell
to the ground. He looked around the room, and then casually walked
over to the Shield. Just as
he was about to reach over and grab It, he was pushed away by an
Invisible force. This time
more cautiously he walked over to the Shield, but was pushed away again. Now he
stood up,
and ran towards It. This time he was thrown up towards the celling. and hit his head, knocking him
out.
James said "Let me try." He swam over to the side of the hole, then very
carefully
reached out to grab It. He was pushed away, Just llke the warrior.
Obviously they were taking
the wrong approach. The others all came over to the Shield, where they could stand on their
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feet aqaln,
One warrior pulled out a spear, and said .., have an
Idea." He walked to within 5 reet of
the shield, then he reached his spear out to try and catch It on the
shield, but he couldn't get
withina foot of the Shield.
Then James noticed the stone table In another corner of the room, On It were 3 perfectly
round stone balls. One was red, one was blue, and one was gray. One of the warriors reached
out and grabbed the red ball. He tried throwing It at the shield, and when the stone ball got
within 1 foot of the shield, It disintegrated. Another soldier thought that the gray one
must be
the answer. He threw It at the shleld, and ft disintegrated as well.
Yet another warrior grabbed
the blue stone, and said "Maybe It Is not the colors, maybe you are not suppose to throw them.
He held It In his hand and walked over to the shield. James yelled "Stop! I
have found a picture on
this wall of the Shield and two people holding the stone together. If two
of us try together,
maybe It will work." They tried It and the stone
dlsintegrated. "Great. now what do we do? We
have no more stones. How can we get the shfeld?"
Suddenly the Shield, which had been floating In mid-air, dropped to the ground. James
reached down to grab It, but when he touched It an
electric shock Jerked him back. The Warrior
reached for It at the same time as James, and as they touched It together, they were able to
pick It up.
Now that they had It, how were they going to get out of the
mountain? James wondered.
He asked If anyone had any Ideas. "I think we wlll have to go back down the hole that we came
up through." Another said, "Maybe we should go up through the hole In the celling.
We cannot
float down. we can only float up. We'll Just use the Jet of air to carry us
up." They floated up
through the celling through the top of the mountain, but they kept on going up, and they realized
that they were going faster and faster.
After a minute. they found that they weren't going up anymore. now they were flying out
toward the ocean. They were going very fast, at least 100 miles per hour, They seemed to be
Increasing in speed as they went. Within minutes they had flown over the ocean and were back at
the docks on the mainland.
Unfortunately, when they hit the ground James and some of the warriors
noticed that
they had some broken bones. As the sun went down they hurriedly found an Inn for the night .
Chapter 18 The lee Queen’s Jewel
Back with Alexander. very early the next morning one of the Ice
soldiers opened the door.
"Shhhl" He said, as he put a finger over his Ice mouth. "You are going to be Iced In less than an
hour. I think we might be able to sneak you out of here. but your friends will
have to be left
behind." .., am sorry, but I cannot leave my friends and the Ice crystal." "Well If you don't
leave
now, you wlll be Ice, llke us. "But a Wizard named Demane
Is trying to conquer the world, and If
we don't stop him soon, he wlll succeed." "In that case," said the ice man, "all I can do ls show
you a place to hide." He took Alexander out Into the hallway, and pulled out a block of ice
In
the wall." This Is our hiding place from the queen. She does not know about It."
Alexander crawled through the opening, and found a ladder leadlng down to a room. But
It was not lea, It must be the only room In the whole kingdom that was not made of Ice.
When he
got to the bottom of the ladder, he saw two Ice men sitting on a bench, They were
sitting over
a block of Ice, keeping themselves cold. They held their hands out over the Ice, Just as others
would warm up over a camp flre.
The Ice man that had lead him down here had warned him that these two were wanted for
assisting in another prisoners' escape. They have been hiding out down here,
ever since.
Alexander sat down on an empty bench. The two Ice men didn't even notice that he was tnere.
Meanwhile, up In the throne room, the queen yelled "Bring me the prisoner!" One of the Ice
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soldiers ran In. "We can't find him. he Is not In his room!" "How could he get out?" Raved the
queen. "The door Is locked from the outside, and there are no windows! This means that we must
have a traitor among us! Find the prisoner. If you do not before the day Is over. I
3hall destroy
you!" She yelled at the guard that had brought the news. "As you command," He said nervously
as he ran out of the door.
Alexander had his escape plan all ready. If all went according to plan he would get one or
the Ice soldiers that had lead him to his room. to lead him through the halls as If he was
being
captured; but as he got near the throne room he would start a fire and melt the
wall, then
during all the confusion, he would snatch the Ice Crystal from the queens· crown. The Ice soldier
that had helped him escape had said he would be back In half an hour. Then he could put his plan
Into action.
As soon as the Ice Soldier came In. they Immediately went to work.
He gave Alexander
the torch. when no one was looking. and Alexander melted the wall In less than a minute. He ran
Into the Throne Room and threatened the queen with the torch. "Listen, Lady, you had better
release my friends. or you will be sorry!" "Why should I do that. when I can send them Into the
second stage of lee people right now!" She screamed. "Not on my life you
won't" Alexander
yelled back. as he ran toward her with the torch.
Suddenly a blue ray shot out of her finger toward Alexander. He
Jumped to the right,
barley missing the ray. She shot another at his torch, which put out the fire. and froze It.
It was
too cold for Alexander to hold, so he dropped It. He pulled out his
sword--lt was a good thing
that the soldiers were on his side and had not taken it away. He charged at the queen again. She
shot at him, but he Jumped over the ray. Then as he got closer to her she brought up her hands,
and out of the floor 2 rows of Ice bars rose up. forming a cage around her
and Alexander's
warriors.
Alexander hit the bars with his sword. and after several
hits the bars cracked and broke.
Then the queens finger shot a ray at one of Alexander's warriors.
Just as Alexander had broken
through the bars, and was running towards her. This made the warrior able to move. but he was
now an Ice person. She shot another ray at the next soldier, but Alexander threw his sword In
front of the ray. and It reflected off of the sword, and hit the Queen.
But nothing happened. "Fool. this was a second stage ray. It would have to be
a first
stage ray to have any effect on me." Just then 30 of her ice soldiers charged through the door
and ran toward the queen with their Ice spears and swords, yelling "Down with the
Queen!" Then
her finger glowed red and shot at one of her own Ice soldiers. He melted Into a puddle. "Stop,
she commanded. or you all will meet thls fate. You are my slaves!
Now destroy the prince. or I
shall destroy you!"
They did not listen. or stop. She shot red rays at her soldiers
as fast as she could, but
there were too many for her, and they grabbed her and tied her up with Ice chains.
Her entire
body started glowing red, and the chains melted. The Ice people that were close to her stepped
back. One threw an Ice spear. but it melted before it hit her. "I am your master!" She yelled.
"You cannot stop me! You are all fools. Now you shall all perish." While
she was talking,
Alexander snuck up behind her and plunged a knife toward her. Just as it touched her she
disappeared, and then reappeared as an ice person.
She looked at herself In horror. "Oh no! I have used the wrong magic! Then as her hands
started to glow red. one of Alexanders warriors that had been turned Into an Ice person,
managed to relight the torch. and he threw it at the queen. She turned to flames.
and within
seconds she had melted Into a plle of slush.
The Ice soldiers thanked Alexander, and Alexander picked up the crown from the
pile of
Ice slush. luckily It was undamaged. He pulled out the Ice diamond, and touched each one of his
frozen warriors. and they turned to norman people. Then he touched his warrior that had been
an Ice person. but nothing happened. Then one of the queen's Ice soldiers said 'Tm afraid that the
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second stage Is Irreversible. There Is no way to change your friend back." "You mean he, and all
of you will have to remain as Ice People?" "Yes. But he can stay here with us. We
wlll
reestablish a kingdom with a fair ruler. We all wish that we could come with you, but we fear
the hot 'sun of the south. So Farewell, our new friends. Be sure to come back again." After a
lengthy conversation about the details of their journey, Alexander decided to leave his warrior
with the Ice soldiers, and off they went back to the south, minus one warrior.
Chapter 19 Coming Back
Several Days later everyone managed to get back to the Warriors Castle. James got
there first. then Samuel, and finally Alexander. The King welcomed them back and they were all
so tired that they slept for two days straight.
When they woke up, they realized that they stlll had a more treasures to collect.
They
checked the orlglnal map and found that the last 3 treasures had moved on the
mapl "How can
that have happened?" Samuel said. They were all now at the same place. They went to check
the maps· copies. but they had not changed. As they looked again to the original
map, they
realized that the seven treasures that they had already gotten were all located In the
same
place. at their present location, at the King's castle.
"Well. we did get this map from a Wizard." James said. "It Is obviously a
magic map."
When they looked to see just where the missing three treasures were located, they realized that
they were now at Damane's castle. "Perhaps Damane was collecting the treasures too,
so that
we would not be able to get them all. We know that without them all, we cannot stop him." The
treasures that were left to find, that were at Damane's castle were: the Immortal
Armor. the
Plate of Connecting. and the Everlasting Vlal of Healing.
The King offered to bring his army and go with them to obtain the last 3 treasures from
Damane. But Alexander said that It would be better to travel
In small groups. A la,rge army
would be spotted too easily_ They decided to take the King's magic flare, to use as a signal to
the King. so that he might come when they were needed.
The magic flare was made of solid gold, and looked much llke a magic wand. They went
to sleep for the night and In the morning the King gave them fresh steeds and a servant with
supplies to help them along the way. They took the 7 treasures and placed them In a
brown bag
secured with chains to the horse. The King took their old weapons and replaced them with new
ones. Now being prepared, they rode off to Demane's.
Chapter 20 The Downfall of the Skeletons anrl the Monster
After a day of traveling, they were finally In sight of Demane's
Castle. They debated
whether they should go ahead, or wait until morning when they were refreshed. They decided to
wait.
The next day they snuck behind a rock to take a better look at the entrance. There were
two turbo skeletons standing guard. One was missing a few ribs. and the other had a
hook for a
hand. They both had spears and shields. "I'll take care of them." Samuel said.
He pulled out one
of his arrows, slowly poked hla head above the rock, and fired at one of the
skeletons' lower
Jaw. This knocked off the skeleton's
head, whlle he was feeling around for his head, the other
one ran over to the rock. with his spear held high In the air. Just as he found them. James sprang
up, and hit the turbo skeleton with his mace, and scattered bones everywhere.
The other skeleton found his head. just as Alexander was next to him. ready to cut him
In
two. He did so, Just as the skeleton put Its head back on. The head let out a scream, just before

Alexander crushed It.
Samuel had Just gotten the keys, when they heard hundreds or footsteps coming toward
the door. Then the doors broke open, and they saw the All Powerful Monster that they had
fought before, leading a huge band of turbo skeletons.
The monster was holding a torch. It set It to the ground, catching the grass on fire. This
made a wall of fire, separating them from the 3 princes. The monster ran through the fire,
Its
tough red scales protected It from the flames. It took the torch
and tried to hit Alexander with
It, but he dodged out of the way Just In time.
Samuel whispered something Into his brother's ear, and they ran off toward their horses.
Alexander and James ran In circles around the monster. Alexander grabbed the bag from the
horses, and opened It, pointing It toward the monster. A tight pierced at the monster. He put his
arms over his eyes, which gave James enough time to pull out the magic flair stick. He squeezed
It with all of his might, and pointed It at the monster. As It hit him, It knocked him backward Into
the fire. But the flair hit him In the head, knocking the monster out. After a few minutes
In the
flames, It burned through the scales, and the whole monster was gone
almost Instantly. There
was nothing left of him, but smoke.
Meanwhile, some of the skeletons had been trying to get through the fire, but It was
so
hot that they would have to keep pulling back. one that trudged through was completely burned
by the time he reached the other side. Then Alexander got an Idea. He pulled out the
Ice crystal,
and shot It at the flames, which put out the fire Instantly. Then
he pulled out the Diamond of
Destruction. and through it to the ground. Suddenly the ground underneath the skeletons began
to break up, and they fell Into a bottomless pit.
The Princes returned their treasures to the bag. Although he hole was very long, It was
not very wide across. It wouldn't be hard to Jump across. The Princes backed up and
got a
running start, and Jumped over the hole. Now they were at the castle gate.
Chapler 21

The Last Battle

The three princes opened the gate, but up on the third story Demane was watching
him
through his crystal ball. He decided that since his turbo skeletons had been destroyed,
he would
have to get some powers. He looked through his spell book and found two powers that he
particularly liked. The power of Magic Rays, and the power of Levitation. He would be
able to
move things without touching them.
He said the magic words for both
spells "Wuatrohemlspherlc" and "Hensloturfernere•
gate." He felt the overwhelming powers surging Inside of him. He began to glow with a dim purple
light. He looked at a gold candlestick sitting on a table a few feet away,
and thought about It
going out the window. It Jumped up from Its place and floated out the window.
Then he thought about It coming back, which It did. Then he thought about a
heat ray
hitting the candle and lighting It, and It did. "It works! He said with an evil laugh.
He decided that he must have some kind of a warrior to fight for him. He looked through
the book again, and found a spell to bring the greatest warrior In history to life.
"Homusbrlnguscavlar." He cried. A man appeared with a small brown beard, a helmet. piercing
blue eyes, chest armour and a spear. "I am your master." called Demane. "Go, and destroy these
three princes." He said, pointing to his crystal ball. "I understand your Lordshlp," He said with a
deep voice.
The princes were headed up the stairs toward the third floor, when they saw the warrior
down the hallway, just coming out of Demane's throne room. He turned and recognized them. He
crouched down with his spear. and charged towards them. He was about to hit James, when he
Jumped out of the way. Without even stopping. the soldier kept coming after them.
James turned around and pulled out his mace, ready to attack. The warrior reached him,
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and came down to strike James. James went for the warriors chest, but the warrior used his
spear to pull the mace from James' hands, and It went sliding across the floor.
Alexander came up behind him, and was about to stab him In the back, but the great
warrior saw him out of the corner of his eye, and elbowed him. until he fell to the ground.
Samuel was ready to shoot an arrow at him, but the warrior grabbed James· arm, and
twisted It, and then knocked Samuel's arrow with his spear. He flipped James over, and on top
of Alexander, Just as he was getting up, knocking both of the princes out.
Samuel got another arrow ready to shoot, but the Warrior came closer to Samuel
with
his spear held high. Just a few feet away, he plunged the spear toward Samuel for the
kill.
Samuel shot his arrow, and the warrior blocked the arrow, Instead of shooting him, and
this gave Samuel enough time to get away and run down the hall. He opened the door to
Demane's throne room, and grabbed James and Alexander and took them withhim. They shut the
door and locked It.
Then they heard a voice from behind them. "Welcome, welcome." Said Demane. "to your
doom." He got up from his throne, pointed his finger at Samuel, and shot a blue ray
at him.
Samuel dodged, but It hit Alexander, who was stilt recovering from the blow to the head. The
ray froze Alexander In a block of lee.
Demane llfted his hand and a chair flew across the room, and hit Samuel In the stomach,
which knocked his breath out of him, and he fell to the ground.
Luckily, by now James was recovered enough to be ready for any thing that Demane
could throw at him. Demane lifted his hand again, and the chair that had hit Samuel
plunged
towards James. But before It could hit him. James kicked lt, and It shattered to
pieces.
Demane shot a red ray from the palm of his hand. It Just barely missed James as he
plunged to one side, and the ray hit the door, and blew It up. This gave the warrior a chance to
come In_ The warrior chased James to the other side of the room, where James hit the wall
and
bounced off, then made a kick at the warrior. It kicked the warrior's spear, and snapped
It In
two.
The warrior picked up the blade from his broken spear and came at James. James
used his
mace and faced the warrior.
While they were fighting, Demane saw out the window that the King and his army were
marching toward the Castle. "Great!" He thought to himself, as he opened up the spell book.
He
looked through It, then threw It to the ground, because he was
not patient enough to search
carefully. He decided, Instead. to use his levitation powers to make the entire castle to float up
out of the reach of the army. He raised hls hands up slowly, his face began to turn red and he
started to sweat. And finally the castle pulled away from the ground that
It was on.
The King was at the front of the army,
and he alone was close enough to catch the edge
of the castle before It was out of his reach.
He reached up and opened the door and crawled Into the door. When
he was Inside he
looked down gulping he shut the door and walked down the hall.
Meanwhile James did not know that they were going up because they moved so smooth.
Then he look out the window and got pushed out of It by the warrior "Ha ha!" Said Demana,
"Now throw the other two out of the window too." The warrior grabbed the other two
and
dragged them to the window. Just as he was about to push them out of the window, James,
who had been holding on to the window ledge, reached In and grabbed the warrior by his
breastplate, and pulled himself back Into the castle.
He Jumped In to kick at the warrior, who started to block It, but James was fast enough
to get him right In the stomach. James grabbed his mace. Alexander was now recovering. Slowly
he got up and grabbed his sword. Then he charged at the warrior from one side. while James
charged from the other side. the warrior threw his spear at James, but James blocked It with his
mace, and It fell to the ground.

Demane realized that now his warrior had no weapon. He decided to pick up his magic
book, to look for a powerful weapon to give to him. While Demane was looking, the warrior was
pinned to the ground by the two princes. Then Demane found a spell for a weapon
called the
flrestaff. It was a black staff that could blow fire out of both ends. He said the magic
words.
"Homosacsafenton" A staff appeared
next to the warrior. It was Just out of his reach. Demane
lifted his arm. and caused the princes to fly off of the warrior, giving him time to grab the staff.
and stand up. Knowing Just what to do, he pointed It at the princes, and It blew fire at them.
They Jumped In opposite directions. Just then the king came In. He
ran towards Demane.
"'Give up or I will slay you!" He yelled. Demane laughed. flicked his finger, and the King fell back.
The King left. calling "I'll deal with you In a minute." He went up to the Warrior, and was about
to stab him from behind, but the Warrior was too quick. He started to fUp the King over his
shoulder. But the king grabbed the warrior's leg. so that he fell, too. The warrior
dropped the
staff and It slid across the room. James and Alexander threw him
on his stomach, and pinned his
arms and legs behind his back.
Then the King got a good look at the Warrior, and realized that he was the
best soldier
that he had ever had. "You are
Michael Errlts, my best warrior. Why are you fighting for
Demane? "Sire?" He paused. "I will not fight for this man any more. If he Is your enemy... They
let him up, and ran toward Demane.
Demane shot a blue ray from his hand toward the King, freezing the king In a block of Ice.
The others kept coming. Demane picked up a candlestick and flew It toward Alexander. He
missed, and called It back to him; James caught It and kept on running. Just then Samuel came to.
and got up. Alexander saw him out of the corner of his eye. He yelled "Samuel
go get the
treasure." Suddenly Demane was having a hard time llftlng the castle, and stopping the princes
at the same time.
Finally he dropped the castle, and It began to fall rapidly. "Stay back." he said, "Or you
will all die. But I will not, for I am Immortal." They stopped, and Demane began to slow the
castle's pace. "The only reason I wouldn't do It anyway,
Is because I would lose this beautiful
castle."
Meanwhile Samuel had left the room In search of the treasure. He saw a big door and
figured It must be the treasure room. Mostly because of the sign over
It that said ..treasure
room."
He used his arrow to unlock the lock "Cheap lock" he said then walked Into the the room
and saw the treasures. He put them In the bag and went back to the throne room.
When Samuel
entered the throne room, he began putting the treasures together. Then he
said "treasures,
destroy this Immortal." lmmedlately the treasures began to glow, and then they shot a ray
at
Demane. Immediately Demane stood up. He was glowing. "I feel so powerful!" he said. He started
glowing brighter and brighter.
When "Boom!" a massive beam of llght flowed through the room, then passed by.
And
things were normal again, accept that Demane was gone! Then the castle dropped the last few
feet, to the ground.
The King's army rushed In to help their king. The King assured them that he was ok,
and
that they had gotten their old friend, their best warrior back.
Chapter: 22 Thththththat's All. folks!!
Alexander picked up the magic book and looked for a way to bring their own castle back
from the other world. Finally he found the teleportlng spell. "Omoneemacl" He yelled.
'"Bring us
home. and make sure our home Is at home." There was a flash of light. And In an Instant they
were back home In their own castle, and It was right where It should be. All of their friend:: and
family were there too.

Alexander hugged his parents. "I111as so worried about you, are you all right?" "Yes, but
we were In some kind of strange place with a red sky, and we were constantly battling an army
of moneters, untilIn a flash we were back here again.
Later that night they exchanged stories In more detail.
The next morning the old Wizard
who had given them the map, appeared. He told the Princes that they had
gathered the
treasures. and defeated Demane, and he was very proud of them. "But what Is
your name?"
They asked all together. "I am Merlin, from the court of King
Arthur. I am old now. and I have
been relleved of my duties long ago. Together the treasures that you have gathered can do
more than Just defeat Immortals. They also have the power to turn back the years of one's age,
Which I would like you to do for me."
"I am old, and may very well die soon. I am over 1000 years." The Wizard explained to
them how to accomplish this task, which was a very complicated experience.
But there Is one
thing that you might want to know Is that It has to be done just at sunrise. when the day is young.
So the next morning Just as the sun came up, they placed the ten treasures In
a
circle
around the old wizard, said the magic words. and beams of llght shot from all of the treasures,
and Instantly his beard shorted and his hair changed to a dark brown color and he became a
young man again. He looked to be about twenty years In age. "You may
also use the treasures
for world communication. If you place them together and say the right words you can send
messages to anyone In the world--all of your friends In the Ice palace, or the
other neighboring
klngdoms--you will be able to communicate with them to prevent an other evil force like Demane
from coming to power. You will be able to Join forces and destroy evil before It grows so
stronq,"
Farewell my friends, and good luck. I will leave you now, but I wfll always watch over
you. And by the way, can I have my map back?"
The End:

